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About This Game

Disney's Treasure Planet: Battle at Procyon is a 3D RTS game focusing on space combat. In the main campaign's story-driven
missions, you begin play as Jim Hawkins, a cadet in the Royal Navy's fight against pirates and the deadly Procyon Fleet, with an

eye toward eventual promotion to fleet commander. Skirmish and multiplayer modes allow the choice of playing as all three
factions.

Successfully completed missions result in ship and fleet enhancements, more experienced crews, and upgraded weapons. Royal
Navy Fleet weapons are only slightly inferior to the reworked weapons of the Procyon Fleet but are sturdier and less vulnerable.
Ships for the Royal Navy range from torpedo boats and war sloops to escorts, frigates, and the impressive StarHammer, while

pirates man sloops, gunboats, schooners, assault cutters, and more, including several unique designs like the carrack and barque.
The Procyon Fleet is built for speed and maneuverability, geared for fast hit-and-run attacks, and as the game progresses, news

of a mysterious Ironclad Fleet surfaces as well.

Ship designs in Battle at Procyon are fashioned after the seafaring ships from the golden age of sail, with solar winds filling the
sails and rigging. Arsenals reflect futuristic models of light, medium, and heavy weapons such as laserball and plasma cannons,

beam weapons, Gatling guns, harpoons, fire and net launchers, gravity waves, torpedoes, mortars, and more. Other features
include multiple waypoint settings, star maps, panic fire, secondary ship control, docking, repairing, towing, grappling, and

boarding actions.
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disney's treasure planet battle of procyon. disney's treasure planet battle at procyon

This is one solid horror indie game that definitely deserves more attention. A good one, I must say, a very good one. The game
writing seems like the work of the professional and I haven't encountered any technical issues. The combination of these
features is actually pretty uncommon these days.. I was thrilled when I realised I would need to make the pen and paper
scratchings of a mad person to solve these puzzles.
The game is unnerving and mysterious. It contains the brilliance of old adventure games and won't pull its punches when it
comes to puzzle solving. The story is linier and the perfect length, if you trust in the game design you won't get lost. All the
puzzles feel individually engaging and many have that perfect ' ah ha' moment that make you feel like you're a genius. The story
is tricky so pay attention, you are very much a detective!
The game made me think of Myst and, Riven, The Vanishing of Ethan Carter, Gone home, Firewatch and The Room series.
The mood is tense, the world is beautiful and it plays faster than your average 'walk em up' adventure game.

Thank you Midnight Hub, I hope we see more games in this genre from you. Your designer is very clever.. Look at the Steam
Squad forums: The most recent activity for this game is around 2 to 3 years old. This title has been abandoned with no work
done on it since 2016. The development team has moved on or Bretwalda Games is dead. Considering the amount of
communications on Steam assuming the later might be best.

Unfortunately there's no way I can recommend this game because it's just broken under Linux. The game apparently uses some
custom map rendering. The drawback to this is custom map rendering never ages well and it ends up costing a lot in
maintenance. So I can't see anything rendered on the screen except for the 2D UI elements. Everything 3D is just not supported
on my graphic card (Nvidia\/Intel hybrid).

I wish I could get a refund for this failure, but with no one to answer on the other end of the line, this is just another bunch of
bytes down the Steam well.. Great game. Very similar to Ace Attorney games, but also is different enough to be its own game.
I'd recommend this to anybody who likes the Ace Attorney series. Also, the Ace Attorney references are great. (Looking at you,
suspicious-looking nooks and crannies). An obvious mobile port that handles quie terribly on PC. controller was never meant to
be used for this, as evidenced by the mini games which clearly indicate it was intended for a touchscreen.
also adding to the fact that if you hit any key on your KB while using a controller in a mini game, the game freezes up.
refunded promptly.

these aslo arent even ducks, these are chicks.. Not a bad game, but i wouldn't ever pay full price for this game. I bought it during
a sale when I had extra money.. A delightful platformer that gains in depth at about a third of the way in. Definitely worth a
shot.

I nominated this game for “Best Alternate History” Award 2018. While it looks like a decent game at first it gets boring real
fast. Like many "Free, but pay to play" games it suffers from numerous flaws limiting playability for those who are not ready to
dig into their wallets. The availability of equipment and additional hirelings is non-existant or extremely unless you shell out real
bucks. The turn based interface is slow and sometimes non-responsive. The AI controling the non-player controlled characters is
dumber then an intellectually challenged kumquat. You get to control only one character, so all your team is AI controlled. This
means all your team is usually slaughtered as they rush directly into automatic fire without thought for cover. The enemy tend
not to be as dumb. Also very limited carrying capacity means you are quickly out of medkits and/or grenages. The only real way
to get money and EXP at first is long (8 Hr) farming sessions in the "job" section during which you may as well watch grass
grow for excitement. Even after the rewards are limited so multiple farmign sessions are required to get equipment and skills
increased. Finally, the extremely bad Russian singing in the background does not add to the appeal, might as well have a
recording of a cat being molested/tortured. Luckily I did not spend any money on this, or else I woudl have been screaming
refund. There are much better games to play out there.. Good game as always, alot of bugs fixed and some changes in the game
too. Very good job!. Image & Form Games did it again. the game is a Diamond...i love it since it released for nintendo and i
waited for it to release on pc too. Graphics are colorful and cute,music is what it must be for the game, characters are awesome
and very artistic as the other games. i turned on my pc and bough it without second though. 10\/10 for me.
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They took away our chrome wheels from before 1.2, and then sold them back to us. That's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
smart.. I mean, for the price- its not bad; what makes me give this a positive review though is the fact that the developer seems
to care and has been regulalrly updating the game- changing both map design, wave enemies, and other things in an attempt to
make Defendion more complex than what it was- this is one of the few Early Access VR games that is actually changing
between weeks, which gives me hope as to what this game may be a few weeks, or even months later. Take a look at the game's
news\/ update history or at the discussions board for this game- the devs care.. Doesn't even give you credits straight away with
the pack, you have to grind yourself to be able to use the bikes in the pack.... Well, i genuinely want to kill myself now. The
game is doing great so far.. This game came out in 2004, so I am a little disapointed by all the negative reviews because, for its
time and genre, Aura is a great game. It is definately is a Myst- like game in that you do have to use your mind to think outside
the box... the environments are beautiful... and you have no clue what to do at first. Is it easier than Myst... a little, the clues are
a bit more obvious, and the puzzles not quite as hard. But if you have never played this type of game before, it is difficult. Is it
as good as Myst? Not by a long shot, but that doesn't mean it isn't a good game. Myst set the bar VERY high, and for its time
Aura is one of the better clones that I have played.

For an older game, I highly recommend Aura for fans of this genre. And I have had no problems running it on my Windows 10
gaming rig.. Pretty awesome simple little arcade game, loads quick and has a great soundtrack so is a great thing to play when
waiting or bored.. Wonderful experience. A great insight on what is to come in VR performance. Looking forward to what
comes next from the team.. This game is a magic
Be sure to play
this is great. this game made me depressed 10\/10. Ok, let's start with the answer you are probably searching for: It's nothing
like Diablo, the most similar game I can think of is the good old "The Immortal" on MS-Dos\\NES\\Megadrive or maybe
Cadaver by The Bitmap Brothers.
Forget big randomly generated dungeons, you have predesigned places that are smaller but definitely less grindy than your
average hack'n'slash.
So if you take that in consideration, Clans is actually pretty good! A nice dungeon crawler with pre-rendere graphics and divided
in rooms.
Every item in the levels is placed there by design, every room is unique, puzzles aren't difficult but some are not obvious either,
it plays more like a combat heavy adventure game.
Characters have a lot of funny one-liners, there are many puzzles even if at the moment are all really simple to solve and...
*drumrolls*
You can play it in co-op and it works flawlessy!

One player needs to host, the others can join via ip. The lan option doesn't seem to work but you can play locally if you choose
"internet" and use your lan ip address. You can chat with T key or give orders like "go north" etc using the cursor keys.
There is also a pdf manual included with the game (from your steam library page select Clans then click "manual"), read it for
some useful hints and funny bits.

Combat is quite bad, playing with the elf you'll find yourself to spam magic and then run the f*ck away from enemies while
mana recharges, going in silly circles around them. But I really cannot say i'm not having fun, it's just very old school. Would
have been a very great game with a more elaborated combat system.

PS The forest at the beginning is enchanted, that's why the map doesn't work there, it repeats endlessy if you don't take the right
path, it's not a bug ;)
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